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This article presents an asymptotic method for the determination of the 

eigenvalues of certain systems of homogeneous linear differential equa- 

tions, and techniques for the determination of the exponential matrix. 

The radius of convergence is indicated for the series which represent 

the invariants of the exponential matrix. 

1. I&t the n-orfler matrix 

k=O 

be given, where k is a numerical variable, the matrices V, are i~f~ep~~~~~nt 
of A, and the series (1.1) converses in the region 

% will assume 
jhl <F 

k=O 

and that the series cl. 3) ~~~~~~~~~ in the region \ X 1 4 rl < r. 

Y'heorem 1. If the eigenvalues of the matrix V(X) do not vanish in the 
region (1.21, then the invariants of the matrix Whave a series represent- 

ation in integral powers of X, converging in the region (1.2). 

Proof. 7lle eicenvalues vl(XJ, , *,, v,(A) of the matrix V(h) are cleter- 

minerl from the equation 
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where V,IX) (k = 1, .I.) n) are holomorphic functions of A in the region 
(1.2). It fell ows that in the region (1.2) the eigenvalues uk(h) have 

only algebraic singularities, ant1 tlhat for any A, from the region (1.21, 

the eigenvalues can he represented in the form of series in integral 

powers of (A - A,) or (X - X,)i'k, where k is a positive integer, with 

k < II. ‘Ihe eigenvafues wl, “.I ?B, of the natrix !P are equal C 11 to 

In ~~~~~~ **** fn g,(X) (we cunsir3er tLem as tke principal values [ 2 1 S, 

The i~va~i~~s flK of the matrix W are symmetric polynomials in In W1, 

.*., In t'n of order k o,IX) = u,(Ln "I" .I,) In u,). 

The albeLraic singular points A, of the functions "I3 .,,, vn will not 
be singular points of a,(X), since in the neighborhood of the point A,, 

the functions ah(h) are single-valued by virtue of being symmetric func- 

tions of In W1, l ... ln u,, ant-l by virtue ot v4(h) f fi in the region 

(1.2). This proves the theorem, 

~r~~la~~~. Tf the series (1.1) is integral, then also the invariants 

In fact this Rieorfm 

mentioned in article 14 

,3. Let the system of 

was alreafly prove{! in article 1.3 I anil has been 

I. 

be given, where P'(t) is 

linear differential equations 

dX/dt = xP(t) (2.1) 

a continuous periortic matrix of orcler n with 

periofl o= 2n in the region t >, 0, an? X an integral matrix of or&r n, 

Be matrix Xit) normalize11 at the point t = 0 can be representA in the 

form 

where A is a constant 

with period w = 2n. 

x (8) = e-Jt 2, {t) (24 

n-order matrix relative to t arki1 ZT(t) is perio4ic 

2 (0) = I, 2rcA = lnX(2x) (2.3) 

* Clearly the theorem and the corollary hold for any function Y = f(V(A)I, 
where f(t) is analytic in the region (1.2) and where the eigenvalues 

of the matrix VZx> do not take on singular values of the f~~~t~o~ f(r). 
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We shall here take In X(2n ) as the principal value. We will assume 

that among the characteristic roots of the matrix X(2n ) there are negative 
roots [4 1. Then Z(t) will have period 4n if we insist that A Le real. 

But in the last case A is not determine11 141 1)~ the equality (2.3). 

3. Let the linear system of differential equations 

dX/& = XP(t,h) 

be given, where the n-order matrix 

P(t,h) = 5 P&)kk 
li=O 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

the numerical parameter A, and the matrices P,(t) are continuous and 

periodic with period 2n.Ihe series (3 .3) converges in the region IA 1 < r. 

The integral matrix X(t, A) normalized at t = 0, !las, according to 

formula (2.21, the following representation: 

x (t,=A) = f?A@)t z(t,h), Z(O,h) = I (3.3) 

x (L,h) = ; X&)h" (3.4) 
h-=0 

Here the series (3.4) converges in the region IX ( < r. As X --t 0 we 

will have X(t, A) + X,(t) where- 

By formula (2.2) 

dX, (t) 
~ = X"(L)P, (t) 

dt 

x, (t) = eAJ Z, (t) 

Let the characteristic values 

and the characteristic values of 

In x IO, ...I In xno with none of 

0 0 Men xi = nko, also In xi = 

will be real [4 3. Y&en r4 1 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

of the matrix X,(277 ) he x1', . . . . xno 
the matrix 2nA, be the principal values 

the xi0 negative. 

1.n xk ', and the matrix 2nAo = In Xo(2n) 

lnX(2rc,h) = 2;rA(h)--+2nA, for h+O 

and hence* 
CO 

A(h) =-&lnX(2~,h) = A, -i x /!It~k (3.7) 
Ii=1 

* We will note that in article [5 ] the discussion centers about the 
expansion of the canonical form A(X); in article [6 1 Lemmas 1.1 and 

1.2. Theorem 2.2, and the formula for Y”(z, E ) (p. 30) repeat the known 

results. 



Here the series (3.7) converges in the region 1 X 1 < r1 < r, but the 
invariants of the matrix AftI are, in accordance with Theorem I, holo- 
morphic in the region (X 1 < r. ~breover Z’ft + 2n,X) = z(t, A), and 

z (t, h) = 
#$ () - 

z/g t 3%” w9 

If some of the xi0 are negative, we have 

2xA, = A,’ --f- T&Q = In X, (2~) 

where AZ0 is a matrix comnuting with Alo, which has a diagonal canonical 
form, such that the eigenvalues are equal. to zero, if their position 
corresponds to the bin-negative eigenvalues xi0 t and equal to one, if 
their position corresponds tn the negative xi’. The matrix A,’ is real. 
In this case we can write I4 1 

X, (t) =f exp [$ In X, (2$] %” (t) = exp [$ A,?] Z, (t) 

2, (t) = cxp [+- A,UI] Z, (t) .- (3.9) 

Hence the matrix x1 (t ) will have a period 4 a. Here 

X (4rc, h) --> X, (4n, 0) when h + 0 

$ In X (4x, h) -+& lnX,(4x,O) = &A” for h-30 
1 

The expression I/~T In X( t, X > can be represented in the form 

&In X (8, A) =-&-A,O-+- 5 Akhk = A (1) 
k=L 

In all the cases, tuhenever in formula (3.3) the matrix A(h) has a 
series representation in powers of X r the matrix Ztt , X) can also le re- 
presented in such a series. ‘lhis can Le seen from (3.3) where the free 
term of such a series will be ZO(t) or Z,(t) (from (3.9)). 

A special case of the system (3.1) is the case when port) = I’, is 
constant matrix, 

a 

It foflows that if the characteristic values pl’ of the matrix PO 
such that pJQ - pko f i IR (m integral), then we must take in formula 

A - P0, o- Z*(t) = I 

Now let some of the plo have the form 

FE0 = ,u[O _i- -+?qi, ~Im(l+---1A.k) / < $ (~4 is an integer) Y 

TFien we can write 

are 
(3.6) 

27tP* -A,+ GA,, 
-- 
A,A, = A2Ar, i h-l (all -&7t)l<n 
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and the characteristic values of the matrix AZ, which has a diagonal 

canonical form, will Le zeros or integers; CIk - x - r of the matrix A,. 

Rk can write? 

x, (t) = ep,t =r exp (& .4,t) exp ($&it) (3.105 

and let in (3,6) 

A, =&A,, 2&(t) = exp(-$&it) 

Now we will have 

~~2~~~~-~~~~2~~~~, _ 6 In x (2x, i.) -+ A, = & ai 

2 (t, h) 4 zO(t) = exp (+ A,il) 

asA_, 0 also 13.71, (3.8) hold if ml are even, 

If among the characteristic values plo = pto -t- (m/2) i of the matrix PO 

there are such va ues that m is odd, then .?* ( t f = exp l/3 A it will Le 

the period 4n.Then also Zb, t) has period ~R,RU_KS we wil ? have (3.31, 

where 

z(t, IL) = exp (+A&) + i Zk(t)hk 

k=l 

A method for the determination of the coefficients of the expansion 

(3.8) is given* in article [4 1 . 

We may proceert samewhat differently I5 1 . Tn particular, supposing 

P,(t) = PO to Le a constant matrix, we can replace the integral matrix X 

Ly the matrix Y, using** the equality 

x ==: Y FI+i&) (3.21) 

~~stituti~~ in 13.21, we shall obtain an equation for the determina- 

tion of 

Now we shall find 

* This method has been formulated in article c 3 1. 

** See article t 3 I p. 10. 



and consequent 1 y , 

x = e*p (; A, + 5 Arhk) t (exp ;&it -f- ZjJ Yk (t) h” > 
Ii==1 k=l 

In other ~r(ls, the operation of replacement of the variable in (3.111, 
in the case of the constant matrix PO, is equivalent to the foregoing 
operations, where we set 

A, = $;i,, z, = cxp $&it 

Tt mttst: be note?, ~~~~~~~~ that in the case of the sys~~ (3.1) fre- 

gardless of whether Pot t 1 is constant or not) the method for the deter- 
mination of the coefficients of the expansions 13.1) and 13.8) is very 
unwielrly, We offer, in the following kSections, another met!lo? for special 

cases. 

Q, Let us consider a system (3.1) in which P,(t), . . . , P,! t 1 are con- 
stant matrices. We shall further assume that the matrix PO does not have* 

characteristic values pk, p 1 such that pk - p 1 = m i (m integral >. 

We shall seek a solution of the system (3.1) in the form (3.31, where 

A(X) and Z!(t, X> have the forms (3.7) and (3.R) ~e~~ect~v~~y. P&mmver, 

a, = P, and za = 1‘ 

?‘de have, for the determination of Zk and Ak, the equation 

a, k 
-ZZ 

dt 2 Ah.--I& (4-f) 
l--O l=O 

We must look for periodic E,(t) and Zk(n) = 0, We see from (4.1) 

Zk = 0, A/, = P/i (k _ 1, . . , ) I)&) 

Thus we have 

A (h) = PO + I?,,. i_ . . . “r ?,,hm + A,+&“C1 + . . . 

zplh)==- I+ ; Z~~~~~.~ 
k=m+l 

We may set approximately 

A (E\) - P, + P,x + . . - + I’,,“” (4.4) 
In finding the characteristic values of the matrix A(X) by means of 

the equality (4.4), we can use, by Theorem 1, the convergence of the 
series (3.2) in the region IX 1 < s. 

42 may also p roceed as follows: Writing the system (3.1) in the fan 

* We can always make such a ~~~~cti~~, as we have just seen. 
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2 = z [P (A) + P, it, A)] 

where 

P(h) = i Pkhk, 
k=O 

P,(&h) = i P/J@ 
k=rnfl 

(4.5) 

We shall consider the auxiliary system 

$ =X [P(h) + Pr(t, h)] s (6 is a parameter) (4.6) 

We shall now seek a solution of the system (4.6) in the form 

X = expA (E) t.Z(t,~) (4.7) 
where 

A(E) = i Alien, 
k=l 

In this form the solution always 

small. 

We have for the determination of zh and A, the equation 

k-l 

dZk 
- = Zk-1 [p (A) + PI (t, A)] - & - dt 

2 &zk_-1 
l=l 

; z (t, E) =I $- L; Zk (t) Ek 
k=l 

(4.8) 

exists [3,4 1 for 6 sufficiently 

(4.9) 

dzl - = P(A)+ P,(t,h)-AA, dt 
(4.10) 

Hence 

A, =&pP,(t).)dt+P(h), 

‘0 

z, _jP,(i,h)dl-~~~~P,it,))dt (4.11) 

0 0 

In finding the characteristic values of the matrix'A(6) we can put 

c = 1, since the invariants of the matrix A(E) are, by Theorem 1, inte- 

gral functions of t. Moreover we see from (4.9) and (4.11) that Z,(t), 

z#) . ..) as well as A,, A, . . . are small, of order m + 1 relative to h. 

Therefore to within magnitudes of order 

values of the matrix A(1) of the system of 

can be sought, in this case, by setting 

A = P(h) 

m + 1, the characteristic 

differential equations (3.1) 

(4.12) 

We have obtained the previous result; here however we may consiller 

P,(t, h) only as small, of order m + 1, without presupposing analyticity 

with respect to h. 

5. Let us again consifler the system (S.l), tliis time assuming p,(t) = 
P, to be constant with the property pk - p1 # mi. In t!lis case the solution 
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X(t) can be representec! in the fom (3.3) where A(X) and Z(t, A) have the 

series representation (3.7) and (3.8). This solution, however, can be 

written somewhat. differently. We shall apply the abridger1 Krylov-bgo- 

liubov transformation method, which was used by Shtokalo [ 8 1 ant1 also 
by the author [ 9 1. First we obtain 

x = f [I + i EkZk (t)] ( 
k=l 

2 =C[; A,Jk + km+%,+, t,] (5.1) 
k=o 

and then, in accordance with Section 4 

c = exp (; Akh”t)Z (t, A), z (t, h) = 1 + 5 Zk (t) )\k (5.2) 
k=o k=l 

where%= PO, andAk, Z, (k= 1, . . . . n) are determined from equations 

(4.1) 

Thus 

x = exp ( $j AkkLt) 11 + 5 zk @) AL] [I -k i zk cl)] (5.3) 
‘k=o 

/ 
k=m+l k=l 

If the condition pk - pl f mi is not satisfied, then, as was shown in 

the work of Shtokalo [ 8 I, the characteristic values of the matrix s 

in the second equation of (5.1) will satisfy suc!~ a condition, while in 

the first equation we shall have, instead of the matrix T, R exp Vit, 

where I3 is a constant matrix and V a diagonal matrix whose elements are 

integers. 

In article [ 8 I, Shtokalo considers a system of the form 

dX 
- = x [A + E/(t)] dt 

[F(t) = zC,e+) 

Ir 

where F(t) is a finite sum. But clearly nothing is changecl in the method 

if we consider a system of the form 

g = XP(t, E) jP(t,E) = A + ?; Pk(t)Ek) 
lC=i 

(5.4) 

where P,(t) (k= 1, . . ., m) are either matrices of the form F(t) or 
periodic. 

We must only make a reduction to the case ak - al f mi (where ak are 

the characteristic values of the matrix A and m is integral) and find 

A,, Z, by the method of Section R, article [ 4 1, or by the method of 
article [ 8 I. 

We may assume P,(t) to be uniformly quasiperiodic functions [ 10 1 with 
exponents * A,(k) + = as 1 + 00 and also with certain other exponents. 'Ihe 

* For simplicity we assume the totality { AI( k)jy= i of the exponents of 

the matrices Pk(f) to be independent of k. 
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matrices Ak and Zk (tit = 1, +,., Bal cm he found in many cases, ,(See for 

example article I3 1. But since Theorem 1 does not hold in these cases, 

the stability problem of the solutions must be investigated by Shtokalo's 

method, i.e. by the construction of Liapunov's function. Consequently, 

the matrices 
111 

cannot be considered* as approximate values of the exponents, 

If P,(t) is not a constant matrix, then we can use the abridged trans- 

formation 

where 7,(t), & are determined from equations (3+51 and (3.6) and AK, 

Z,(t) (k = 1, l ** 3 1~) are found from the e~at~o~s (4.1): 

ri %j* k-1 
- =t &,P,-- A,.& + i &-_tPk-- 21 A/&$ 
dt 

(5.6) 
[z-g l==O 

with Z,(t) subjected to the periodicity condition, and Zk(0) = 0, 

Section 8 of article E 2 I gives formu as for the dete~~nati~~ of 

z,(t) and Ak [(8.45),, (~.46~~ *Next, ifR,(X, t) is a periodic matrix, 5 

can le sou&t in (5.5) by the method of Section 4 of this article. If in 

(3.6) the characteristic values Ao are pure imaginaries and simple, we 

may proceed in a different manner. 

Rep 1 acing 

we obtain 

X=YX, 

2 = Y [XoPX&- X,P,Xo-l] = Y[X,P&, h)X,_'] 

where 

P,(t, h) = P-P, = i P,(t)hk 

k=l 

Substituting in (5,8) the expression b from (3.6) we will find 

* Provided we are not working with a system for which the stability of 

the eigenvalues is valid. (In this connection see the works of B.F. 

Bylov, I. G, Malkin, R.E, Vinogradov, Iu. S. Bogdanov). 
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f$=Y[ e*ofZO (t) P, (t, I.) Z,,-1 (t) e--Aut] = YQ (t* hl (5.9) 

Ilere the coefficient matrix q( t, X) has the form 

Q (6 A) = ; Q, (q hk 
k=l 

(5.10) 

where the elements of the matrices Q,(t) will !Je perioclic if the matrix 
exp (A, t 1 is perioclic, ant1 of such perio? as P,( t ), or if it has the foxm 
p(t) exp (ait), with the function p(t) perioflic anrl a real (if A, has 
simple elementary divisors). Hence we can apply to the system (5.3) 
Shtokalov’s method I. 8 1 . Mere we shall get for the determination of A, 
equations (4.101, wliere we must put P, = A, = 0, Hence the matrices Z, 
and A, will be easily ~leterminecl (since P, = A, = 0, see (5.6)) from the 
conclition of boundeclness for Zk(t) (since the function p(t) exp (iat 1 

has a mean value [ 10 1 or from the perio&city of Z,( t!, provided the 
Q)k ( t 1 are perioclic. If in (5.10) the matrices 9+_!,ct) turn out to be periodic, 
tllen we may take for approximate values of the exponents of the matrix Y 
the eigenvalues of the matrix 

A,)\ + A,L2 $ . . . $ A,,$“’ 

IVe will. note in conclusion that if the matrices P k! t) are periorlic 
with a single period 2~, then by (3.4) we can finrl t!le matrix (3.7) 
clirectly (without finding Z,( t I), using the formula 

A(A) = k In X (2i1, 1.) 

‘Iere we take always the principal value of the logarithm an? use the 
formulas (1.311, (1.32) of article [ 2 1 , or the corresponding more general 
formula for n-order matrices of article [ 12 1 . ‘Ihis will absolve us from 
examining the special cases when the values of In s(2n ) are regular or 
irregul.ar. 
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